
DIWANG MAKABANSA

Need to translate "diwang-makabansa" from Filipino? Here's what it means.

However, whenever we leave our country, it shatters our country apart, leaving our nation with a falling
economy. This is why some historians, like Rudy B. Nevertheless, they are still considered Filipinos. Please
read the other pages for more information. Therefore, what we can do is to support them. Therefore, to be able
to have a progressive country, we need to conserve our resources. These steps may not always be on our side,
but in the end, these actions show how devoted we are to our country. Therefore, being involved can serve our
country, making it a better nation. It is through them that our country, despite all the hardships we have
underwent, learned to never lose hope. Promoting the Clean and Green â€” As we know, our country is very
rich in natural resources. Lastly, we ponder upon a quote as we reflect on our actions. Its aim was also to
promote nationalism. Simple acts like preventing from littering, throwing our trash properly, joining programs
such as the Piso for Pasig River are already true acts of nationalism and helping the country. You can become
proud of your country in your own simple ways. Be involved â€” The Philippines is a democratic country.
Some steps may entail sacrifices. People from around the world travel and journey the entire globe not
recognizing the beauty of these places. From up north to the south in Mindanao, the entire country is a wonder
of nature. However, these resources are being destroyed today. It was brought as a result of the Propaganda
Movement, which was said to be the ideal for the Philippine Revolution of  For those who consistenly do this,
they must also be open to criticisms. Another thing we can do is to at least share our opinions. Even some of
us, Filipinos, are excited to venture the marvels of foreign lands, not knowing the inner beauty of our own
country. However, these were not the only events that showed Philippine nationalism. We may be very busy at
times, but we must still take time in being involved, or even by just knowing the activities of our government.


